1. Course Statement

This advanced practice course builds on content from the previous foundational course(s) and focuses on family functioning within diverse client populations. The focus of this course is on the development and utilization of family-focused skills and interventions with diverse families in the context of a variety of practice settings such as healthcare, mental health, and other community-based settings.

a. Course Description

To inform practice interventions, this course will be grounded in the integration of various current family theories (i.e. attachment theory, general systems theory, communication theory, social construction theory and developmental theory, etc) as well as an overarching neurological perspective. Broad definitions of "family" will be used, including extended families, unmarried couples, single parent families, couples across gender identity and sexual orientation spectrums, adult siblings, "fictive kin," and other inclusive definitions. The development of clinical skills for engaging, assessing, and intervening with families will be the primary focus of this course.

Focused attention on primary models of family theory and practice will inform intervention techniques and skills taught in the course (i.e. Bowen Family Systems Theory, Satir Transformational Systemic Therapy and addition approach(s) informed by identified theories). This course will address stages of the helping process with families (i.e. engagement, assessment, planning, evaluation, intervention, and termination). During these stages, client-worker differences will be taken into account including a range
of diversity dimensions such as ability, age, class, color, culture, ethnicity, family structure, immigration status, gender (including gender identity and gender expression), marital status, national origin, race, religion or spirituality and sexual orientation. Various theoretical approaches will be presented in order to help students understand family structure, communication patterns, and behavioral and coping repertoires. The family will also be studied as part of larger social systems, as having its own life cycles, and as influencing multiple generations.

b. Course Objectives and Competencies:

Upon completion of the course, students will be able to:

1. Articulate at least two conceptual frameworks that take into account individual and family needs, problems and experiences within the family, and resources and opportunities of the social environment. (EPAS 7)
2. Describe challenges, risks, and tasks as they apply to diverse groups such as; women, the poor, families of color, and gay and lesbian, single parent families. (EPAS 2)
3. Identify and respond to the resources, strengths, and effective family processes across diverse populations including those based on a range of diversity dimensions such as ethnicity, race, sexual orientation, gender identity and class. (EPAS 2)
4. Apply and utilize family assessment frameworks that are ecological and family-centered and take into account the influence of oppressive social forces. Such assessments will account for the presence and impact of family violence, the presence and impact of substance abuse. (EPAS 7)
5. Demonstrate skills in establishing a professional relationship with family members in order to engage in assessment, goal setting, and planning. The capacity to establish relationships with families will include an appreciation of cultural diversity and the unique strengths of nontraditional families. (EPAS 2,6,7)
6. Knowledge of and ability to demonstrate ability to use a variety of specific intervention models and specific intervention techniques. (EPAS 8)
7. Develop intervention plans based on assessment of specific case materials and analyze the relationship of subsequent practice activities to those plans. (EPAS 8)
8. Critically analyze the use of the DSM 5 in social work practice with families and apply these concepts of assessment when appropriate. (EPAS 7)
9. Demonstrate relevant models of prevention and intervention and utilize them to address common challenges faced by families. (EPAS 8)

10. Apply methods for evaluating one's own experience of family and one's own value system and how this impacts the use of self in the clinical process with families. Utilize the resulting feedback to modify, when necessary, one's practice with families. (EPAS 9)

11. Apply appropriate outcome measures that are reliable and relevant to agreed-upon goals in order to evaluate the effects of family-centered interventions. (EPAS)

c. Course Design
This advanced practice course will focus on utilization of a flipped classroom approach in which students complete pre-work (assigned theoretical and practice reading, exposure to the actual experiences of families through media as case materials, videotapes, etc.) with in-class time used for limited didactic lecture and primarily focus on students actively developing and practicing intervention skills and techniques for use with families.

Active engagement in a variety of in-class activities, role plays, observation and critical analysis of various interventions, matching interventions to various populations and client needs and constructive peer feedback is critical to the skill development focus of this course.

d. Intensive Focus on PODS
This course integrates PODS content and skills with a special emphasis on the identification of theories, practice and/or policies that promote social justice, illuminate injustices and are consistent with scientific and professional knowledge. Through the use of a variety of instructional methods, this course will support students developing a vision of social justice, learn to recognize and reduce mechanisms that support oppression and injustice, work toward social justice processes, apply intersectionality and intercultural frameworks and strengthen critical consciousness, self-knowledge and self-awareness to facilitate PODS learning.

Attention will be given to acknowledgment and assessment of the unique characteristics of families of various diversity dimensions (e.g., ability, age, class, color, culture, ethnicity, family structure, gender (including gender identity and gender expression, marital status, national origin, immigration status, race, religion or spirituality, and sexual orientation), and by tailoring engagement, assessment, goal setting, planning, and intervention to these characteristics. Assessment procedures will focus on strengths rather than deficits in family functioning. Ethical dilemmas unique to family work will be presented, such as balancing individual and family goals, contracts regarding confidentiality and record-keeping, and addressing oppressive family structures. Addressing value conflicts that exist toward families in society will be explored to raise the students' awareness of personal and professional values.

2. Class Requirements

a. Text and Class Materials


**Recommended but not required:**


**Other great books!**


b. Class Schedule

**Session 1: (May 10th)**
Introduction to course; format, expectations Intro to working with families
Levels of intervention: directive, symptom focused, insight focused

**Session 2: (May 17th)**
Family Assessment, Family Systems Theory, & Fundamental Concepts

Optional Readings:

**Session 3: (May 24th)**
Multigenerational Family Therapy Assessment through a Generalist Lens Murray Bowen


Optional Readings:


Session 4: (June 7th)
Structural Family Therapy


Optional Readings:


The Psychotherapy Networker, Vol. 29, no.3.

Wylie, Mary Sykes, “Maestro of the Consulting Room” p. 40

Session 5: (June 14th)
LGBTQ+ & Family Therapy

Gehart, D. R. (2018): Chapter 15


Optional Readings:


Session 6: (June 21st)
Experiential Family Therapy

Start Taibbi (2015): Chapters 1-4

Optional Readings:


Cowley, A.S., (2000), On Satir’s Use of Self, Journal of Couples Therapy, 9,3-4, 51-68


Session 7: (June 28th)
Emotionally Focused Therapy & Couples Therapy

Taibbi (2015): Chapters 5-8
Optional Readings:


Other Articles on Couples Therapy:


The Psychotherapy Networker, Vol. 26 no.6


Schnarch, D. “Inside the Sexual Crucible”


Session 8: (July 12th)

Strategic Family Therapy

Gehart, D. R. (2018): Chapter 4
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Optional Readings:


Keim, J. “Strategic therapy.”


Schlanger, K., Barbara, A. “The brief therapy approach of the Palo Alto Group.”

Session 9: (July 19th)
Narrative Family Therapy/Social Constructionist Models

Gehart, D. R. (2018): Chapter 10

Taibbi (2015): Chapters 11-12

Optional Readings:


Dickerson, V. (2016) (ed.). Poststructural and Narrative Thinking in Family Therapy, AFTA SpringerBriefs in Family Therapy, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-31490-7_1


**Session 10: (July 26th)**
Solution Focused Therapy

Gehart, D. R. (2018): Chapter 9
Taibbi (2015): Chapter 13-14

**Optional Readings:**


**Session 11: (August 2nd)**
CBT Family Therapy

Gehart, D. R. (2018): Chapter 8

**Optional Readings:**


c. Assignments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>Due Date</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discussion Posts</td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement Strategy</td>
<td>6.6.2021</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genogram</td>
<td>7.11.2021</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration of Models</td>
<td>8.2.2021</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assignment #1: Discussion Posts Annotating Family Therapy Videos (20 points)

Individual Annotation of Online Lectures: (due Friday before class)
Watch weekly online lectures covering the class content outside of class, and annotate them.
Post your response to the following Discussion Questions:
  ○ Short summary of the content
  ○ Think about the subject matter and apply the concept to a real life experience
  ○ What are 2 key take away thoughts
  ○ Come up with about 2 questions you may have for further discussion
  ○ Identify the impact PODS have in this lecture
  ○ Comment on at least two peer posts (Due every Sunday)

Assignment #2: Engagement Strategy (20 points)

This assignment is designed for you to apply culturally appropriate strategies to engage and build rapport with a difficult family case. In each vignette you are asked to consider how you (whom the family is meeting for the very first time) could develop a working relationship and to support your intervention strategies with the assigned reading material in the syllabus.
When reading the vignette, think about the unique strengths and challenges each family member presents and how you can use that knowledge to build rapport.

**Vignettes:**

**Pick 1 Family**

#1 Joseph and Marcus

Joseph a 70 year old Jewish-American gay male calls your agency for couples counseling for him and his partner. Due to the pandemic, Joseph reports that he and his partner Marcus (who is African-American) have been fighting more and he would like for them to discuss with someone how they can better communicate with each other. You have all of the intake paperwork which identifies that Joseph and Marcus have been partners for 25 years and are currently residing in low income apartments specifically for seniors. Upon arriving to the session, you notice that Joseph appears very thin and you can see bruising on his forearms.

#2 Rick, Judy and Billy and Katrina

Rick (55) and Judy (50) who are white, low-middle class, and living in a rural area come to you for mandatory court counseling for their son Billy (16) who was recently caught drunk driving. Katrina (14) is also attending the counseling session as part of the guidelines of your agency. Rick and Billy come into the session both looking angry and not happy to be there. As you begin the session, Rick says to you: “I don’t know why we are here, every kid experiments with alcohol and it is no big deal to be driving down some dirt roads drunk.”

Remember, this paper is only about engagement.
1. What is (are) the major obstacle(s) in engaging this family?
2. What is your clinical countertransference in working with this family? Please use the first person tense for this section.
3. What does the literature/research say about engagement with this family or client?
4. What is your strategy to engage this family considering all your answers above?

Grading Rubric:

Select 1 of the vignettes. The paper should be 4-6 pages in length (not counting your title page or reference list), double-spaced, with 1-inch margins on all sides, with 12 point Times New Roman font.

The evaluation of the paper will be based on whether you addressed all aspects of the assignment (answering questions 1-4), the quality of your written work (graduate level writing, organization, flow, clarity, depth, mechanics of writing such as grammar, spelling, etc.), and the correct application of APA style. Avoid citing from only one source to support entire sections of your paper. Proofread and edit your work.

Aspects of this assignment are from the University of Southern California course (SW544).
Assignment #3
Family of Origin Paper
(25 points)

Draw a genogram or utilize a genogram software like: https://www.genogram.org/, genopro (if you have a PC) or WondershareEDMax (https://www.edrawsoft.com/template-medical-genogram.html). All software programs are free.

You will draw a genogram on your own family. If you don’t feel comfortable writing about your own family, you can also utilize a family you are currently working with or have worked with in the past.

The genogram should focus on at least three generations (including yours, your parents and their parents, your children, if applicable and even more if you have the information). Use McGoldrick’s chapter (on CANVAS) on Genograms as your guide for the mechanics of drawing the genogram. You will most likely need to contact family members of your own family or your client’s to obtain the necessary data. Include significant dates, illnesses, occupations, striking character traits (i.e. gentle, moody, intelligent) and other significant patterns (i.e. occupations, religions, prevalence of divorces, religious affiliations, illnesses, substance abuse problems) on genogram. You may want to use different colored pencils to illustrate alliances, coalitions, cut-offs, and triangles. The software programs do this automatically.

Write a 7-9 page paper. This paper should identify and articulate major three-generational themes and patterns. Triangles, coalitions, alliances, and cut-offs should be explicated and analyzed. Gender, ethnic, class influences should be addressed. You should also incorporate a theoretical discussion of these cultural themes based on knowledge gained from your readings. I would like you to include at least 2 articles either from the class readings or outside sources to support your discussion on theory. When discussing theory, please reference accordingly. The McGoldrick text is a particularly good source to utilize in developing a theoretical perspective on the cultural themes you are exploring in your papers. You may want to speculate about your role (or your client’s) role in the family system and please discuss sibling order, if applicable. Bowenian theory should be incorporated into your analysis and give three examples of how you imagine Murray Bowen might have intervened with your family. Here is an additional resource for understanding Bowenian theory: https://www.thebowencenter.org/core-concepts-diagrams

Grading Rubric:

The evaluation of the paper will be based on whether you addressed all aspects of the assignment, including the quality of your written work (graduate level writing, organization, flow, clarity, depth, mechanics of writing such as grammar, spelling, etc.), and the correct application of APA style. Avoid citing from only one source to support entire sections of your paper. Proofread and edit your work.

1. Is the genogram readable, and does it describe 3 generations of family history clearly?
2. Does the paper demonstrate an understanding of Bowenian theory?
3. Does the paper incorporate at least 2 readings within the discussion of family culture?

Assignment #4
Final Paper /Integration of the Models
(35 points)

This 9-11 paper should focus on a current family or couple with whom you are working (or have worked) in your practicum. You should describe your agency context, the presenting problem of your client system, the significant demographics, your treatment plan and what you have done thus far with the case (i.e. what interventions, derived from which models, you have used and have informed your practice – you need to specifically LINK your previous work to the models of F. Therapy). Next, you should give three interventions from each model for your case. These interventions must truly reflect the unique aspects of each model and reflect a thoughtful understanding of your case. You should spend about 2 pages on each of the models and play out how you think your intervention might work or not work. Your discussion of your case must incorporate a perspective highlighting cultural, gender, class themes. Finally, spend 1-2 pages reflecting on your proposed interventions – integrate your ideas in some way – which model would you choose to use? Is there a combination of models that might prove most effective? If so, why??

Grading Rubric:

The paper should be 9-11 pages in length (not counting your title page or reference list), double-spaced, with 1-inch margins on all sides, with 12 point Times New Roman font.

The evaluation of the paper will be based on whether you addressed all aspects of the assignment, the quality of your written work (graduate level writing, organization, flow, clarity, depth, mechanics of writing such as grammar, spelling, etc.), and the correct application of APA style. Avoid citing from only one source to support entire sections of your paper. Proofread and edit your work.

Does paper clearly describe the family, presenting problem, and the agency setting? Does paper provide a succinct and comprehensible summary of 3 models?

Does paper provide 3 family interventions that truly follow from the models being discussed? Are the interventions discussed in terms of how they might impact the family?

d. Attendance and Class Participation

Attendance: Attendance is necessary for participation to occur but attendance alone is not enough – you have to actively engage – ask and answer questions, make comments. If you are to miss more
than 1 class during the semester, you will need to speak with me, as an additional writing assignment will be required of you.

Typically each week we’ll have some combination of lecture, small group discussion and full class discussion. Lecture outline will be posted on Canvas before the night of the lecture. Each week there will be assigned readings. As we progress through the semester, I will begin to highlight readings based on our class discussions. Each week, in discussion you will be asked about the core concepts and relevant implications of these concepts. Core concepts should link from one week to the next in the sense that you should be asking yourself (and me) how the current week’s content relates to what we already learned. The goal of the discussions is to create an active learning context in which each week’s content is actively linked to prior content so that by the end of the semester, students will have a linked memory structure, facilitating later recall and use of the material in class and in the field.

Please refer to the MSW Student Guide for policies related to attendance and class participation found here: https://ssw.umich.edu/msw-student-guide/section/1.08.00/17/policy-on-class-attendance

Health-Related Class Absences
Please evaluate your own health status regularly and refrain from attending class and coming to campus if you are ill. You are encouraged to seek appropriate medical attention for treatment. School of Social Work students who miss class due to illness of any kind will be given opportunities to access course materials online or provided with alternative learning opportunities. Please notify me by email about your absence as soon as practical, so that I can make accommodations. Please note that documentation (a Doctor’s note) for medical excuses is not required.

Inclusivity Policy
Social and economic justice is one of the key themes of social work practice, research, and education. As a social work community, we must encourage each other to critically examine issues related to power, privilege, and oppression. As a result, there will be class discussions, activities, or assignments that may be difficult or challenging. In order to have the most supportive environment possible, we must all commit ourselves to fostering an inclusive, anti-oppressive space in which each person takes responsibility for their own language, actions and interactions. It is important that we actively listen to each other about how our words and actions are affecting one another and the learning environment, knowing the impact is more important than intent. It can be difficult to navigate the dual priorities of supporting authentic free speech, and holding active regard for one another being open to diverse perspectives and ideas. I recognize that microaggressions happen (by all of us, to all of us); however, overt slurs in relation to race, sex, age, ethnicity, gender, gender identity, gender expression, sexual orientation, religion/world view, immigration status, size, nationality, dis/ability status, marital status, political affiliation, or any other identities, will be addressed directly. Throughout the course, we will negotiate other guidelines about class discussions. Please bring your best selves to our classroom space.
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This semester will continue to pose many challenges to our physical and emotional wellbeing. We are still living through a pandemic, have a shifting political environment leading to community mobilization and civic unrest, and our semester will be occurring through a tumultuous and contentious transfer of presidential power and the fallout thereafter. Considering the stress and distress these factors will contribute to our daily lives throughout the semester, I encourage you to think about your capacity and strive for trying your best and not for perfection. Please communicate often with your instructor with any barriers or issues that come up throughout the semester so we can collaboratively support your success in this course.

e. Grading

The Grading Scale is:

- A = 100% - 95%
- B+ = 89% - 86%
- C+ = 79% - 76%
- A- = 94% - 90%
- B = 85% - 83%
- C = 75% - 73%
- B- = 82% - 80%
- C- = 72% - 70%

A+ is reserved for exceptional work.

Please refer to the MSW Student Guide for additional questions on grading and grading for special circumstances:
https://ssw.umich.edu/msw-student-guide/section/1.07.00/14/grades-in-academic-courses-and-in-field-instruction.
https://ssw.umich.edu/msw-student-guide/section/1.07.01/15/grades-for-special-circumstances.

f. Class Recording and Course Materials

Audio and video recording of in-class lectures and discussions is prohibited without the advance written permission of the instructor. Students with an approved accommodation from the Office of Services for Students with Disabilities permitting the recording of class meetings must present documentation to the instructor in advance of any recording being done. The instructor reserves the right to disallow recording for a portion of any class time where privacy is a special concern. If the instructor chooses to record a class, they will decide which classes, if any, are recorded, what portion of each class is recorded, and whether a recording is made available on the course management website. On days when classes are recorded, students will be notified a recording is occurring. Class recordings and course materials may not be reproduced, sold, published or distributed to others, in whole or in part, without the written consent of the instructor.

g. COVID-19 Statement

For the safety of all students, faculty, and staff on campus, it is important for each of us to be mindful of safety measures that have been put in place for our protection. By returning to campus, you have
acknowledged your responsibility for protecting the collective health of our community. Your participation in this course on an in-person/hybrid basis is conditional upon your adherence to all safety measures mandated by the state of Michigan and the University, including maintaining physical distancing of six feet from others, and properly wearing a face covering in class. Other applicable safety measures may be described in the Wolverine Culture of Care and the University’s Face Covering Policy for COVID-19. Your ability to participate in this course in-person/hybrid may be impacted by failure to comply with campus safety measures. Individuals seeking to request an accommodation related to the face covering requirement under the Americans with Disabilities Act should contact the Office for Institutional Equity. If you are unable or unwilling to adhere to these safety measures while in a face-to-face class setting, you will be required to participate on a remote basis. I also encourage you to review the Statement of Student Rights and Responsibilities and the COVID-related Addendum to the Statement of Student Rights and Responsibilities.

Additional School and University policies, information and resources are available here: https://ssw.umich.edu/standard-policies-information-resources. They include:

- Safety and emergency preparedness
- Mental health and well-being
- Teaching evaluations
- Proper use of names and pronouns
- Accommodations for students with disabilities
- Religious/spiritual observances
- Military deployment
- Writing skills and expectations
- Academic integrity and plagiarism